
Tyres and wheel rims
Motorbikes, cars, trucks and heavy equipment.



Novatio is an international player which operates in 28 countries across the world.  
Since 1978, Novatio has been offering qualitative solutions for maintenance and 
repairs in the transport and construction industry... and to help you provide your 
customers with an impeccable after-sales service! 
 
As a Belgian family-owned company, Novatio sets great store by customer 
satisfaction. Our R&D department in Olen researches technical developments and 
pro-actively investigates the needs of our customers.

Novatio has taken a conscious decision to assign a designated team of technical 
consultants to the car industry and related sectors.  
 
Our years of expertise and countless achievements are testimony to that.

Why opt for Novatio?

• Quality, focus on service and innovation are of paramount importance to us.

• Integrity: transparent communication, we do what we say and say what we 
do.

• Dedication: result-oriented, without making any compromises.

• Commitment: Novatio works hand in hand with the WTCB (Belgian Building 
Research Institute) and other accredited bodies to ensure that product  
standards are attained.

YOUR PARTNER  
IN THE TYRE AND 
WHEEL RIM  
SECTOR!



Novatio and the automotive industry  
Three key areas 
Novatio helps to strengthen your company’s position in the following three key areas:

Working cost-effectively 
and ecologically

New technical challenges After-sales service

Your work does not end on acceptance!

An impeccable after-sales service  
ensures a long service life, generates 
customer loyalty and leads to new  
projects coming your way.

The rapid technological evolutions in the 
transport sector make for complex  
challenges. Together with our  
customers, we carefully monitor any 
new developments that come on 
stream. 

Our R&D Department investigates and 
conducts practical tests in our own 
laboratory which has been specially 
equipped for this purpose.

Our solutions help you to work even 
more efficiently and easier and to deliver 
an even more qualitative job.  
 
With a view to reducing your ‘total cost 
of ownership’, our technical consultants 
are at your disposal to provide you with 
any product assembly and installation 
advice.  
 
Rationalisation and increase in efficiency 
ensure that man-hours can be kept to a 
minimum.
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Always the perfect solution, whatever the application!

The Novatio range numbers more than 300 products for professional tradespeople.

Specifically for the tyre industry, we carefully selected and produced new products to simplify your job.

■ (DE)MOUNTING WHEELS AND   
  TYRES

Looking for and fixing punctures or wheel rims 
can be a time-consuming occupation. 

Our products will speed up that process and 
make it easier for you.

• Novaleak Foam

• Safety Seal

• Safety Seal Plus

• Tire Sealant

• Sticky Seal

• Nova Wet Stick

• Novalu 100

• Novaluclear Coat

• Spotrepair

Novatio is a specialist when it comes to cleaning 
and protection. 

We have exactly what you need to cut through 
the most appalling dirt and make sure that your 
customers get what they are looking for: a 
perfect result and a finish that is second to 
none.

• Safety Clean

• Wheel Cleaner

• Tire Renewer

■ TYRE AND WHEEL RIM REPAIRS ■ CLEANING, DEGREASING AND 
 PROTECTION

Spinning wheel studs and rusty wheel rims or 
studs are the bane of any tyre fitter’s life. 

But help is at hand.

• Astro Grip

• Nova Lube

• Tire Grease

• Tire Inflate Ring

• Shock Spray





YOUR  PARTNER 
IN (DE)MOUNTING

Novatio has the total solution to the 
mounting and demounting of wheel rims and 
tyres!

Astro Grip

For use with: wrenches/
ring spanners, socket 
wrenches, combination 
pliers and vice-grips, Bahco 
pliers, Allen and Torx keys, 
all types of screwdriver bits, 
cordless drills...

Product no : 314510000

Spinning wheel studs and anti-theft 
bolts

Astro Grip gives you 800% more grip on wheel 
studs and anti-theft bolts, saving you valuable time 
and preventing your tools slipping and making them 
less prone to wear and tear.

Rusty wheel rims on wheel flanges

Nova Lube 400ml is an assembly grease, containing 
specially selected metallic powders.
It prevents both galvanic action and corrosion and is 
noted for its high temperature resistance. 
Makes age-old rims easy to demount!

Nova Lube 400ml

Prevents jamming. Its 
viscosity never changes, 
even in extreme conditions. 

Saves you time and money.

Product no : 221101000



Tire Grease

High-tech sprayable grease 
to demount and mount 
tyres.

Pleasant fragrance and 
does not dry out.

Product no : 233981000

Simplifies both mounting and 
demounting of low-profile tyres and 
rigid tyre casings.

Tire Grease is a convenient aerosol that replaces 
all your tyre mounting lubricants. Dispenses with 
brushing, does not stain and prevents bacterial 
growth. This deep-penetrating product has been 
designed to help you demount stubborn tyres (low-
profi le and run-fl at tyres). Hygienic:  no more soap 
turning black (rotting).  Prevents compressed air 
escaping between the tyre and the wheel rim while 
the tyre is being infl ated.

Shock Spray

Loosens rusty connections 
in a matter of seconds 
thanks to the cold-shrink 
effect.

Swiftly penetrates the 
tiniest of pores.

Product no : 261001000

Because of their exposure to water, 
mud, salts and rust, tie rods are 
notoriously difficult to take off.

Shock Spray is cold-shrink action and penetrating 
oil into one, making light work of a particularly taxing 
job. Enables you to work quickly and effi ciently. 
Beats heating and banging!

Compressed air is known to escape 
between the tyre and the wheel rim 
when the tyre is being inflated

The Tire Infl ate Ring is an elastic O ring that 
prevents air escaping while the tyre is being infl ated.  
The reusable ring is faster, safer and easier to use 
and puts paid to the need for a bomb/bazooka.

Tire Infl ate Ring

Available in 3 sizes :
M = 10 to 13 inches.
L  = 14 to 18 inches.
XL = 22.5 to 26 inches.
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Nova Lube 120gr

Unique lubricating 
properties - reduces friction 
and wear and tear - ball-
bearing effect. Resistant to 
water, chemical vapours, 
salt, solvents, atmospheric 
conditions...

Product no : 221002000

Rusty wheel studs

Nova Lube is an assembly grease that contains 
specially selected metallic powders, making the 
wheel studs easy to remove the next time you’ll 
need to change the tyre.

Installing and dismantling ball joints 
can be a tricky operation

Applying lubricant to the tie rod thread 
beforehand will simplify assembly and tracking 
no end.



YOUR  PARTNER 
IN REPAIRS

Novatio has the total solution for all your 
tyre and wheel rim repair needs!

Trying to find a leak in the tread, 
between the rim and bead or valve is 
a time-consuming process if you’re 
dealing with a minuscule one. 
 
Novaleak Foam is a safe, water-based,  
non-flammable leak detector. The air bubbles 
remain visible for quite some time and are 
colourless and odourless.

Novaleak Foam

Detects air leaks in a matter 
of seconds. Non-corrosive 
and safe to use on every 
surface. 

Colourless, odourless and 
non-toxic. Extremely long 
shelf life.

Product no : 750131000

The quick and easy fix for punctures 
and perforations in tread and shoulder 
from the OUTSIDE

Safety Seal is a self-vulcanising tubeless repair 
cord.  There is not even any need to remove 
the wheel. Ensures lasting repair of punctures 
or cuts in tread or shoulder of up to 9mm. TUV 
approved.

Safety Seal

Safety Seal is the only TUV 
approved repair system for 
tubeless tyres, including 
run-flat and Pax tyres.

It is also tailor-made for 
steel-belted tyres.

Product no : 700010000



The quick and easy fix for punctures 
and perforations in tread and shoulder 
from the INSIDE

Safety Seal Plus is a liquid butyl rubber. 
No roughening or adhesives required. TUV 
approved.  For ultra-quick repairs when used in 
combination with the Safety Seal repair cord.

Safety Seal Plus

Self-vulcanising liquid butyl 
rubber for tubeless-tyre 
repairs. Easy to apply. 
Quickly and easily adapts 
to any shape.

Product no : 704010000

Leaks between rim and tyre

Tire Sealant is a liquid rubber that fi xes leaks 
without having to change the wheel rim and 
allows you to retain the existing tyre.

Tire Sealant

Tire Sealant is the ideal 
solution for persistent 
leaks between tubeless 
tyres and rims; suitable 
for cars, buses, trucks, 
motorcycles...

Product no : 711000000

Sticky Seal

Sticky Seal is an ever 
fl exible and sticky 
sealant designed for any 
automotive applications 
that need to be made 
waterproof and airtight.

Product no : 604006000

Airtight mounting of multi-piece wheel 
rims

Sticky Seal prevents air losses when fi tting 
multi-piece rims and makes them easier to 
remove afterwards.



Nova Wet Stick

Fills any surface damage.

Always the correct mixing 
ratio: cut, knead and ready 
to use.

Product no : 638050000

Parking damage

The Nova wet stick is a 2-component epoxy 
fi ller/repair paste. Always the correct mixing 
ratio. Cut and knead. Fully cured after 1 hour. 
Excellent adhesion to aluminium.  Easy to sand.

Novaclear Coat

Fast-drying fi nishing varnish 
for smart repairs. The 
varnish is dry to the touch 
in 20 minutes. When using 
under an infra-red light, the 
varnish cures in 20 minutes 
and will be mechanically 
resistant in 24 hours.

Product no : 120910000

Sealing lacquers

Novaclear Coat is an abrasion-resistant 
chemical and transparent protective coating. 
1k system and economical to use.

Novalu 100

Stops rust in its tracks; 
protects against corrosion 
and is scratch-proof.

Product no : 112001000

Lacquering your repair work

Novalu 100 is a primer/lacquer brimful of 
aluminium powder, has great adhesive powers 
and is quick-drying.
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Safety clean

Ideal for inorganic dirt such 
as grease, adhesives, 
silicones, oils...

Product no : 683001000

Removal of adhesive residue created 
by stick-on wheel weights and weights 
on the rim.

Safety Clean is an adhesive solvent/degreaser.
It is safe and easy to use and does not affect 
the rim lacquer.

Spotrepair 

Ideal if you need to 
overlap wet areas after an 
application of Novaclear 
Coat.

Product no : 120920000

Blending the original lacquer into a 
new transparent varnish

Spotrepair ensures that the old and new coat 
blend into one to give you a uniform fi nish. As 
you will see no difference after lacquering, your 
repair work will be invisible. No spray mist.

YOUR  PARTNER IN CLEANING, 
DEGREASING AND PROTECTION

Novatio has the total 
solution for all your tyre and 
wheel rim maintenance needs!



Tyres age under the influence of UV rays.

Tire Renewer does what it says on the tin, it 
is UV and water resistant, has a long shelf life, 
looks naturally and is economical to use.

Tire Renewer

Nourishes and renovates 
all tyres. Extends their 
lifespan. Gives an even, 
satin effect. Dirt and water-
repellent.

Product no : 485201000

Wheel Cleaner

High-active, powerful rim 
cleaner.

Cleans effi ciently and is 
self-neutralising.

No more scrubbing!

Product no : 494001000

Plenty of cleaners are acid-based and 
will ultimately damage wheel rims

Wheel Cleaner removes brake particulates, oil, 
grease, tar and other kinds of dirt. An extremely 
powerful and safe cleaner for rim lacquers and 
substrates. Little handling involved, the product 
changes colour when it’s time to rinse it off.
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Novatio as partner of the automotive industry.

Technical advice & lab testing
The Novatio technical lab is at our customers’ disposal for specifi c tests. 
Adhesion issues when gluing? Dirt that is next to impossible to remove? 

Our technical consultants will be happy to call out to you and to examine the problem on your behalf!

Certifi cation of maintenance 
products

Service and safety on the 
shop fl oor

Looking for a maintenance product for your projects 
that ticks all the boxes in terms of safety?

Novatio will be happy to analyse the substances and 
surfaces  and, once your product has passed muster, 
we will issue you with a certifi cate so that you can 
offer your customers maintenance products that are 
guaranteed safe to use, highly effi cient and as en-
vironmentally friendly as they come.

Emergency number: +32 (0)14 58 45 45 -- 7/7 -- 24/24 ISO Certifi ed Company
ISO 9001
ISO 14001
OHSAS 18001
NSF
WTCB
IFT ROSENHEIM



Novatio I Industrielaan 5B I 2250 Olen
T +32 14 25 76 40 I F +32 14 22 02 66
info@novatio.com I www.novatio.com




